
 

 

 

 

 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs 

from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following sentences. 

1. A. scroll  B. sensor  C. sugar  D. screen 

2. A. ambition  B. devotion  C. organization D. question 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three in 

the position of primary stress in each of the following sentences. 

3. A. access  B. process  C. success  D. progress 

4. A. self-confidence B. punctuality  C. intelligence  D. experience 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

5. Chris bought some gadgets _____ could collect information about health and help him understand himself 

better. 

A. what  B. that   C. this   D. it 

6. You’ve downloaded all the new apps to your new phone, _____? 

A. have you  B. haven’t you  C. have they  D. haven’t they 

7. Most of our classmates use social media to _____ one another. 

A. keep touch  B. get contacted with C. stay in touch with D. be connected to 

8. _____ friends wanted to play computer games with Jimmy, which was a shame. 

A. A few  B. Few   C. Some  D. None 

9. Susan _____ you a message, but I’m not sure. 

A. would have sent B. might have sent C. must send  D. could send 

10. Most of Tommy’s friends have got a Playstation, Xbox, or other _____. 

A. bluetooth headset B. camcorder  C. game console D. memory stick 

11. Anna: Let’s chat online. - Bill: _____ 

A. Not at all.  B. Thanks.  C. Never mind. D. Good idea. 

12. I’ve looked everywhere, but the file appears _____. 

A. to misplace  B. to be misplaced C. to have misplaced D. to have been misplaced 

13. When he was younger, he _____ to the zoo every month. 

A. used to go  B. was used to going C. was going  D. got used to go 

14. Dylan’s teacher asked him to tell about a person whom he admired and _____ up to. 

A. looked  B. stood  C. came    D. made 

15. She never lost her youthful _____ and campaigned for just causes all her life. 
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A. sociability  B. realism  C. idealism  D. honesty 

16. Anna: You can’t tell people off for being late if you’re never on time yourself. - Ben: _____. 

A. Go ahead    B. Enlighten me. C. No doubt about it. D. You can count on me 

Give the correct form of each word in brackets. 

17. Although Mike is a child, he’s aware of what he should do and _______ enough for his studying. 

(RESPONSIBILITY) 

18. Many ________ relax in the evenings in spite of having large amounts of homework. (TEENAGE) 

19. She's stubborn and selfish, but ________ clever. (DENY) 

20. With the _________ of major new markets, the economy is thriving. (ESTABLISH) 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

Recently launched AI (21)_____ like ChatGPT have captured the public's imagination. They offer (22)_____ 

users the chance to interact with what is known as "generative AI", (23)_____ can summarise information 

from multiple sources within seconds, debug computer code and write presentations.  

Their rollout has sparked renewed debate (24)_____ the role of AI in society, by offering a tangible illustration 

of the potential risks and rewards of the new technology. Calls for the dramatic rise in emerging AI to be better 

regulated have been coming thick and (25)_____, from both politicians and tech leaders. 

21. A. machines B. tool   C. gadget  D. products 

22. A. ordinary B. usual  C. common  D. popular 

23. A. that  B. this   C. which  D. it 

24. A. of  B. in   C. over   D. with 

25. A. fast  B. thin   C. heavy  D. fat 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct 

answer to each of the questions. 

Mickey Mouse, an animated cartoon character created by Walt Disney and Ub Iwerks, is considered the most 

popular and recognizable cartoon character in the world. Mickey made his first public appearance in 

Steamboat Willie on November 18, 1928, which established his core characteristics: cheerful in spirit, yet 

roughish in complexion. Mickey was often joined by his girlfriend, Minnie Mouse, as well as an animated 

gang of friends that included Donald Duck, Goofy, and Pluto. The earliest cartoons portrayed Mickey as a 

country boy living in the Midwest.  

Mickey is easily identified by his round ears, red shorts, white gloves, and yellow shoes. Actually, throughout 

his existence, Mickey has undergone a few changes. In 1940, Mickey was given pupils in his eyes. Later, he 

would lose his trademark red pants and start wearing different clothes.  

Originally, Walt Disney did Mickey Mouse's vocal expressions such as whistling, laughing, or crying. Mickey 

did not actually speak until 1929 and interestingly enough, Mickey's first words were "Hot dogs! Hot dogs!" 



 

 

One of the reasons why Walt Disney was much more successful than other animators at that time was because 

of his use of sound. He created a soundtrack to match the scenes in the cartoons. 

Mickey Mouse has appeared in over 130 films. “When people laugh at Mickey Mouse, it's because he's so 

human; and that is the secret of his popularity, said Walt Disney. 

In 1978, Mickey became the first cartoon character to receive a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. Today, 

Mickey stands as the highest-grossing animated character of all time. As its most famous character, Mickey 

Mouse serves as the mascot of the Walt Disney Company and is well-known all over the world.  

26. What is the main idea of the passage? 

A. Walt Disney - animation pioneer  B. Success story of Walt Disney  

C. Mickey Mouse's first public appearance D. Mickey Mouse's life and history 

27. The word “portrayed” in the passage is closest in meaning to __________. 

A. carried  B. described  C. drew  D. mimicked 

28. It can be inferred from the passage that __________. 

A. most animation companies were creating silent animations when Walt Disney’s cartoons were 

soundtracked 

B. most animators except for Walt Disney made a series of drawings on paper 

C. unlike other animators, Walt Disney didn’t create Mickey Mouse alone 

D. the soundtrack is a musical film Walt Disney created 

29. According to the passage, all of the following statements are true EXCEPT ___________. 

A. Mickey first public appeared in 1928  

B. Mickey was the first cartoon character to speak, and his first words were… “hot dogs”.  

C. Thanks to Mickey Mouse, Walt Disney became an animator  

D. Mickey Mouse got his star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame in 1978 

30. The word “mascot” in the passage is closest in meaning to ___________. 

A. image   B. symbol  C. character  D. moneymaker 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is CLOSEST in meaning 

to each of the following questions. 

31. Katie couldn’t get the job because she wasn’t confident. 

A. It was because of Katie’s lack of confidence that she couldn’t get the job. 

B. If Katie was confident, she could get the job. 

C. Katie wished she were more confident because she couldn’t get the job. 

D. Not getting the job, Katie wasn’t confident. 

32. It is compulsory to wear seat belts in cars. 

A. We need to wear seat belts when driving cars. 

B. We must wear seat belts when travelling by car. 

C. We are supposed to wear seat belts in cars. 



 

 

D. We don’t have to wear seat belts in cars. 

33. Mark works harder than anyone else in this office.    

A. It’s Mark who works hardest. 

B. It’s Mark who works harder than anyone else in this office.    

C. It’s in this office that no one works except Mark. 

D. Hardly does anyone else in this office work like Mark does. 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair 

of sentences in the following questions. 

34. The game was very difficult. They decided to quit it. 

A. The game was so difficult and they quit it immediately. 

B. It was so difficult that they decided to quit. 

C. Such was difficult a game that they quit. 

D. It was such a difficult game that they decided to quit it. 

35. The reporter will question the man. His house was broken into last night.      

A. The man whose house was broken into last night will be questioned by the reporter. 

B. The reporter will question the man whose house was broken into. 

C. The man will inform the reporter about his house which was broken into. 

D. The reporter will announce that the man’s house was broken into last night. 

People are having problems using these gadgets or machines. What is the problem with each one? Listen 

and circle the correct answer. 

36. Digital camera 

A. He forgot to turn it on.  B. It needs more film.   C. The memory is full. 

37. Flashlight 

A. The bulb is broken.  B. The batteries are dead.  C. It’s too dirty. 

38. Rice cooker 

A. He pushed the wrong button. B. He put in too much rice.  C. He put in too much water.  

39. CD player 

A. The CD is too dirty.  B. He didn’t put in a CD.  C. The volume is too low. 

40. Dishwasher 

A. She didn’t rinse the dishes first. B. She put in too much soap.  C. She put in too many dishes. 

 

------------------THE END------------------ 

 

 

 

 


